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CHAPTER XV CARIBBEAN CRUISE  

Traveling with 30 best friends 

Photo above is from first formal night on the cruise, just before 

a private cocktail party arranged by Karen Hermann with Royal 

Caribbean Cruise line.  

● Front row (l to r): Angelica Popoy, Delia Popoy, Marlys Burkett, 

Charlotte Martin, Tanya Smith and Sharon Gee.  

● Second row (standing): Linda Houston, Susan Marshall, Dion 

Popoy, Kim Phillips, Juan Lopez, Ron Burkett, Karen Hermann, 

JW Martin, Marsha Scott, Vito Cellini and Mary Meffert.  

● Back row: Vince Mendiola, Steve Wolverton, Chris Marshall, 

Johnnie Terrazas, Andrea Popoy Permejo, Steve Hermann, Bill 

Smith, Ben Scott, Pat Meffert, Buddy Gee and Merrill Hall. 

● Other cruisers (not shown) were Irene Sloan, Rex 

Hammarback,  Mandy Terrazas, Claudia Flores and Irene 

Morones.  

April 15-22, 2018 

Rum punch in Jamaican waters 
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Tales from the Cruise: Our own cruise director 

 

 

 

 Karen Hermann, a professional travel manager and the wife 

of Chapter XV member Steve Hermann, was the 

planner, organizer and chief make-it-happen 

person behind our first fundraising cruise. By all 

accounts from participants, it was a wild 

success. 

The group consisted of 32 people in 16 cabins – 

families, couples and singles. They traveled 

from Galveston to three ports on Royal 

Caribbean’s beautiful Liberty of the Seas the 

week of April 15-22. 

How did Karen come up with the idea for this fundraiser?  

“I’ve been doing this for 20 years, and I saw a ‘natural affinity 

group’ in the chapter’s membership,” she says. “They obviously 

enjoy being together and doing things together, so a cruise was 

the perfect option.” 

Karen’s experience and connections within the industry enabled 

her to put together a fundraiser that will bring between $3,500 

and $4,000 to Chapter XV’s coffers. In addition, she negotiated 

with the cruise line for a free photo session with the ship’s 

professional photographers, a private open-bar cocktail party, 

and several get-togethers in the Connoisseur Club cigar bar and 

other entertainment venues.  

If that weren’t enough, she also organized an all-day, discount-

rate excursion at an upscale Jamaican beach resort. From the 

motor coach ride with a local guide to the beach cabanas, warm 

waters, lush towels, full-service restaurants, cafes and bars 

(especially the rum punch!), it was an unforgettable day. 

For Karen, the group photo with everyone in elegant dress, 

ready to share a festive evening, was one of her favorite 

moments. Another was the end of the Jamaican excursion when 

everyone was tired, wet, and definitely happy. 

Our day in Jamaica: Sun, fun and a drop of rum. Ya mon! 

Karen 
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Tales from the Cruise: Smoking Cigars 
 

December 9, 2017 

Tales from the Cruise: Day-by-Day 
 

 

 

Day 1 — We set sail from Galveston. ...  Vito loses his car 
keys. 

Day 2 — At sea. We explore the ship, meet for Buddy’s 
Bloodies at poolside. That evening, we gather for formal 
pictures before our private cocktail party in the Olive or 
Twist Lounge. Then our first formal-night dinner. Everyone 
looks great! 

Day 3 — Cozumel, Mexico: Some people shop (“Skinny 
Steve” gets alligator boots; Tanya buys silver jewelry; Chris 
a new Rolex.) Others take advantage of 2-for-$3 Coronas, 
watch exotic Mayan fire dancers, do tequila shots at Señor 
Frog’s and decide to take a dive. Bill loses SF ring in the 
water. “Naked Steve” and others try to find it. (No luck.) 

Day 4 — Grand Cayman Island: We take tenders to shore 
and find fish, stingrays, dolphins, turtles, coral reefs, 
shipwrecks, rum cakes and cigars. … Vito does not like the 
ship’s food, so chef in the main buffet makes him special 

Italian meals every day. 

Day 5— After early landing at Falmouth, Jamaica, we take 
a short trip to beautiful Jewel beach resort at Runaway 
Bay. Open bars, pools, restaurants and those great 
Caribbean waters. Rum punch for all! 

Day 6 — At sea. Irene Sloan has not been seen since Day 2. 
She’s been spending her time at the 3-card poker table.  
Bill and Vito played a little poker, too … and Tanya did well 
on the slots. ... Another formal evening. 

Day 7 — At sea. Last chance to see the shows, order room 
service, sing karaoke or win a big jackpot. Late, impromptu 
gathering at Hoof and Claw pub, and we still need to pack 
our bags! 

Day 8 —  Back at port in Galveston, Karen finds Vito’s keys! 
Buddy loses laptop on shuttle to parking lot, so is late for 
final bash at Gilhooly’s Oyster Bar in San Leon. Great 
oysters, great friends — great ending for a great cruise! 
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Tales from the Cruise: Aboard Liberty of the Seas 
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Tales from the Cruise: Our day in Cozumel 

This publication is a 

supplement to the SFA 

Chapter XV May 2018 

newsletter. Thanks to all 

our great photographers 

who contributed the 

photos in these pages: 

  Chris Marshall 

  Ben Scott 

  Kim Phillips 

  Tanya Smith 

Look carefully at the 
collages to see all the 
antics of our Chapter XV 
cruisers, who are already 
planning another voyage 
next year! 

 —The Editors 
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Tales from the Cruise: A (sort of) sad story 
 

 

 

    COZUMEL, MEXICO – After consuming many dollars’ worth 

of 2-for-$3 Coronas, and after then downing many shots of 

tequila and more beer at Señor Frog’s (while dancing to 

“Y.M.C.A.”), several members of Chapter XV thought it would 

be a good idea to take a swim.  

    The ringleader may have been Juan Lopez, but others were 

involved: Bill Smith, Chris Marshall and the chapter’s newest 

member, Steve Wolverton.  

    They prepared their swimming attire (or none.) Juan led the 

first foray into the water  from the Cozumel pier while the 

Mexican National Police stood guard. (Understand, this is not  

a designated swimming area. It’s the cruise port!) 

    After a while, the swimmers came ashore in time to board 

our ship when Bill Smith realized that his SF ring was missing. 

This prompted formation of the Chapter XV Dive Team as the 

brave swimmers made repeated attempts to retrieve the ring.  

    But alas, the sand on the bottom was too deep and the 

time was too short. Bill’s ring now rests in peace at the 

bottom of the clear blue waters of the Gulf of Mexico. 

   The Chapter XV Dive Team may have failed their first 

mission, but they had a real good time!  
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Tales from the Cruise: Cigar Etiquette 
Editor’s note: On the recent Chapter cruise, Merrill Hall 
gave us lots of tips while visiting in the ship’s “cigar bar” 
known as the Connoisseur’s Club. Here, he shares some 
of his experience of smoking cigars for the past 18 years.  

 
By Merrill Hall 

 

N ot all cigars are created equal and if you're 
purchasing in Mexico, what you are buying is not 

what you think it is. I have only seen real Cuban cigars for 
sale at a five-star hotel in Mexico City; everything else 
was counterfeit. So the knowledges here is: Do not 
purchase cigars in Mexico. 
 
On our cruise, authentic cigars were available in Grand 
Cayman and Jamaica.  With authentic Cuban cigars, the 
name on the bands will be raised and the lines will line up 
almost perfectly. The boxes will almost always be 
cardboard, never wooden with the see-through lid. 
 
When you purchase cigars, you are going to need a way to 
prevent the cigars from drying out. This is done through 
the use of a humidor. Humidors are made of Spanish 
cedar. The ideal humidity is 70%. This can be maintained 
by using propylene glycol. Water is never used as 
humidity can get close to 100%, which is ideal for mold to 
form on the cigars. A good brand of accessories is Xikar. 
They sell lighters, butane, propylene glycol and humidor 
accessories. 
 
OK, now we bought some cigars and we have a way of 
storing them. Now it's time to light one up. The first thing 
you want to do is moisten the end of the cigar you are 
going to trim. If it is a figurado or torpedo then I would 
use a cutter to trim the cigar. Otherwise I use a punch to 
place a hole in the end of the cigar. To light it, I prefer to 
use a torch lighter, which can be a one, two or three 
burner. Place the flame directly into the end of the cigar 
and rotate it until it is glowing 
red. Now it is ready to smoke. 
 
If you want to increase your 
knowledge even more, go to a 
local cigar shop as they have a 
wealth of knowledge or you can 
subscribe to a magazine called 
Cigar Aficionado. They do a 
review of cigars that they smoke 
and rate every month. You can 
make a list of the better cigars 
that they recommend and try. 
 
If you have any questions, I can 
be reached by phone at 405-821-
8946 or by email at 
mghall@aol.com. 

Real Cuban cigars at left (note seals, lettering); Fakes at right. 

Above: Merrill holds forth in cigar bar while Bill, Juan, Kim 

and Johnnie pay attention. Below, big crowd from Chapter XV 

gathers in the ship’s smoking lounge. 
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Tales from the Cruise: Formal Night 
All dressed up for cocktail party and formal dinner. Top row (l to r): Ben and Marsha, Bill and Tanya, Susan and Chris. Second row: 

Karen and Steve; Popoy Family. Third row: Charlotte and JW; Kim and Juan, Buddy and Sharon . 
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Tales from the Cruise: Relaxing at sea 
Casual moments on ship and ashore: Top row (l to r): Pat and Mary Meffert; Vito Cellini; Johnnie and Mandy Terrazas. Second 

row: Marlys and Ron Burkett; Claudia Flores and Lisa Estrada. Bottom row: Rex Hammarback (Lyle Sloan’s cousin) and Irene 

Sloan; Linda Houston and Steve Wolverton. 
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Tales from the Cruise: Post-cruise oysters at Gilhooly’s 


